USU Eastern Presents

Tom, Dick & Harry

by Ray Cooney and Michael Cooney

directed by
Dr. Corey Ewan

September 30, October 1, 2 & 6-9, 2021

Black Box Theatre CIB Building
7:30 Curtain

“A hilarious story of three brothers”

Please, No Children Under 6 Admitted
Produced by arrangements with Concord Theatricals
Setting-
The home of Tom and Linda Kerwood in Puyallup, Washington
Spring 1995

-Cast-
Tom Kerwood...............................................................Jasper Everett Edwards
Linda Kerwood..........................................................Cambrie Bennett Howlett
Dick Kerwood.............................................................Brayden Summers
Harry Kerwood.........................................................Zarek A. C. Hutchings
Katerina.................................................................Amber Kaminsky
Andreas..................................................................John R. Behn
Officer Downs.........................................................Emma Bowers
Officer Upson.............................................................Sami Fowler
Mrs. Potter.................................................................Mary Thayn
Boris Anaroskipetrivisnikotch.......................................Jensen Otteson

-Production Team-
Producer..................................................................Brent Innes
Director..................................................................Dr. Corey A. Ewan
Stage Manager........................................................Patty Paulk
Assistant Stage Manager.........................................Morgan Innes
Scenic Design............................................................Brent Innes
Costume Design......................................................Emelia Richardson
Costume Assistants................................................Emma Bowers and Jensen Otteson
Hair/Makeup Assistant..............................................Morgan Innes
Props................................................................Danielle Simmons and Serenity Singleton
Lighting Design........................................................Brent Innes
Lighting Technician................................................Maxwell Otteson
Sound Design........................................................Benjamin Petersen
Dramaturg...............................................................Emma Bowers
-Special Thanks-

Caine College of The Arts
SouthEast Paint and Design
Home Depot, East Bay – for always having what we need when we need it

-Coming Next-

As You Like It by William Shakespeare
Huebener by Thomas Rogers
Bright Star By Steve Martin and Edie Brickell
-Cast and Crew Bios-

Brayden Summers, is from Stansbury Utah. Brayden accidentally discovered his passion for theatre after being forced into a beginning theatre class his freshman year of high school, and HATED it and the teacher - He later learned He loved it, and now here he is a decade later!

Mary Thayn is a freshman here at USU Eastern. She attended LeRoy High School in LeRoy, Illinois, where she grew a love for theater. She is currently getting her Associates in General Studies, although her future plans include a PhD in Geography. She loves reading, watercoloring, and boxing. Her favorite color is yellow.
Morgan Innes is a freshman at USUE, she attended Carbon High and is very glad that she never has to attend high school again! This is Morgan’s first time doing tech. She is very excited for the opportunity and to be a part of new experiences and memories!

Sami is a sophomore here at USU Eastern. She is very excited to play Officer Upson and work with this amazing cast! Her favorite roles include Aunt Sponge in James and the Giant Peach, Belle in Game of Tiaras, and Ursula Merkle in Bye Bye Birdie.
Cambrie Bennett Howlett grew up involved in theater. She is an Emery/Carbon County native and after attending Snow College to continue her theater education, she decided it was time to return home. Now she’s back, a teacher’s assistant by day and a thespian by night.

Zarek Hutchings is a freshman going into archeology. It refers to itself as he/him, she/her and it. It tends to be aggressively energetic. It also has a few articles among the Eagle newspaper.
Emma Bowers is a Sophomore here at USUE. You may have seen her in any of the shows last season. She is extremely excited to be on stage again with this department and she hopes you enjoy the show.

John Behn is excited to be part of another USU-Eastern theatrical presentation. He has had the good fortune of being on stage in a number of productions, performing with talented students. John especially enjoyed the challenge of memorizing his lines in a foreign language. Thanks to Corey, Brent, and USU-Eastern students for letting "The Old Man" come and perform again.
Amber Kaminsky is a freshman from Brigham city. Thrilled for the opportunity to work with these talented people and preform with them. Theater has always been apart of her life and she is thankful to continue with it.

Serenity is currently a first year or freshman at Utah State she loves the color red and her favorite thing to do is read, especially next to the waterfall on campus because it's peaceful.
Ben Petersen is an accomplished arsonist, corporate embezzlement specialist, conman, and skier. He has served a collective 6 years in various prisons for minor financial crimes, and performs improv comedy with The Antics in Logan, Utah. Theatrics has been his passion for the last five years… when he was out of prison… he has experience in sound design for musicals and concerts. He can grow a beard.

Danielle is a sophomore at USU Eastern this year and is excited for this year in theatre. This is Daniels first time being a crew member for a show and she is so happy for the chance to learn.
Jasper is thrilled to be portraying Tom in his first show at USUE. He is a freshman from Taylorsville, Utah, and has most recently performed in The Addams Family (Gomez Addams). He’d like to thank his family, specifically his mother, and his darling Jessica.

Patty is from here in Price and is a sophomore at USUE. He is happy to take on the role of stage manager and to work with this cast. He would like to give thanks to his family, Morgan Innes, and Chris Vlamkis for helping him on the way.
I fell in love with the world of theatre at an early age. The community and continual exploration of empathy created an environment where I found my home. Costume Design allowed a place to exist where I could simultaneously work towards the continual growth of body positivity in the industry and inspire others through my unique pathway through life. Through my commitment to learning, continued growth, and theatre I received an AA in Theatre Arts from Western Texas College, a BFA in Theatre with a minor in English from Tarleton State University, and an MFA in Design with a focus on Costuming from Texas Tech University. I am so excited to continue to explore the theatrical world with the amazing artists and students of USU Eastern.

Jensen Otteson is a sophomore at USU Eastern. He has been in a couple shows here including All My Sons, and James and the Giant Peach. He is very excited for this show and the different kind of character that he is playing.
Maxwell Otteson would like to welcome you to this wonderful show! This is Maxwell's second year here at USU Eastern and he has loved being a part of the department!